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Abstract: The paper provides a full description and explanation of the probabilistic method for
ship damage stability assessment from its conception to date with focus on the probability of
survival (s-factor), explaining pertinent assumptions and limitations and describing its evolution
for specific application to passenger ships, using contemporary numerical and experimental tools
and data. It also provides comparisons in results between statistical and direct approaches and
makes recommendations on how these can be reconciled with better understanding of the implicit
assumptions in the approach for use in ship design and operation. Evolution over the latter years
to support pertinent regulatory developments relating to flooding risk (safety level) assessment as
well as research in this direction with a focus on passenger ships, have created a new focus that
combines all flooding hazards (collision, bottom and side groundings) to assess potential loss of life
as a means of guiding further research and developments on damage stability for this ship type. The
paper concludes by providing recommendations on the way forward for ship damage stability and
flooding risk assessment.
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1. Introduction

The main ideas for probabilistic damage stability assessment as embedded in SOLAS
(safety of life at sea) 2009/2020, are based on the fundamental assumption that the ship
under investigation is damaged with ensuing large-scale flooding stemming from hull
breach (collision is the only hazard presently being considered). This can be regarded as
the conditional probability of losing ship stability in the wake of a collision event only,
ignoring among others the area of operation and hence operating environment, type of ship,
type and size of breach, technology, crew onboard. More importantly, the time element,
hence evacuation arrangements and associated Risk Control Options (RCOs) are being
overlooked [1]. This said, many risk-related factors such as size of ship, number of persons
on board, lifesaving appliances, subdivision and other arrangements are accounted for
by the Required Index of Subdivision, R. This plays a vital role within the probabilistic
framework, as provided by the inequality (1), where A is the probability of ship surviving
collision damage, namely the Attained Subdivision Index.

A ≥ R (1)

The Attained subdivision index as outlined within SOLAS 2009 [2], is shown in
Equation (2) below.

A =
J

∑
j=1

I

∑
i=1

wj·pi·si (2)

where:
j represents the loading condition under consideration.
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J represents the total number of loading conditions considered in the calculation of A,
usually three draughts covering the operational draught range of the vessel.

wj represents a weighting factor applied to each initial draught.
i represents each compartment or group of compartments under consideration for

loading condition, j.
I is the total number of all feasible damage scenarios involving flooding of individual

compartments or groups of adjacent compartments.
pi is the probability that, for loading condition, j, only the compartment or group of

compartments under consideration are flooded, disregarding any horizontal subdivision.
si accounts for the conditional probability of survival following flooding of the com-

partment or group of compartments under consideration for loading condition j weighted
by the probability that the space above a horizontal subdivision may not be flooded.

In this respect, the Attained Subdivision Index represents the conditional “averaged”
probability of survival or else the “weighted average s-factor”, as depicted in Equation (3).

A = E(I) (3)

Using different wording, Index A is the marginal probability for time to capsize within
a certain time, assuming that the time being considered is sufficiently long for capsize to
have occurred in most cases. Finally, the Required Index of Subdivision, R, represents
the level of safety associated with collision and flooding events that is deemed to be
acceptable by society, in the sense that it is derived using ships, which society considers
fit for purpose, since they are in daily operation. In line with the standards in place, the
Attained Index must be greater than the required R (A > R) and specifically for passenger
ships (A ≥ 0.9R) to form the limiting metacentric height or GM curves. There are two
key elements in Equation (2) which have been the focus of research ever since Wendel has
proposed the probabilistic framework for damage stability assessment [3,4], commonly
referred to as the s-factor and the p-factor. The first will be the focus of attention in this
paper. For a more in-depth understanding of the second as well as a complete up to date
developments, see [5].

2. S-Factor Definition
2.1. Capsize Band

In assessing the ability of a ship to survive a damaged state in a random wave
environment, answers to two questions are sought: (a) probability to survive or capsize
in each sea state [6] and, (b) given the latter, the time that it takes for this to happen. The
second is such a basic question but it was not until the mid-1990s (North West European
Project), where the capsize band concept, [7–9], offered the basis for a credible answer. In
simple terms, the capsize band describes the transition of sea-states from those at which no
capsize is observed (lower boundary) to those at which the probability of capsize equals
unity (upper boundary). This is a region outside which capsize is either unlikely to happen
or certain. The capsize band can be depicted in two ways: through the variation of the KG
or the GM for different sea states. One example of the latter is provided in Figure 1.

The capsize band indicates the range of sea states within which a transition from
unlikely (Ps = 1/Pc = 0) to certain capsize (Pc = 1/Ps = 0) can be observed, where Ps and
Pc represents probability of survival and capsize, respectively. The width of the capsize
band reflects the variation of the damage characteristics and ship loading conditions. Even
though the capsize band is depicted in the form of confidence intervals, in fact, it measures
the dispersion of capsizes, which in turn relates to separate sea states for which the capsize
rate (i.e., the conditional probability of capsize) is very low from those in which the rate is
very high. Allied to this, the capsize band signifies that there is no distinct boundary that
separates safe from unsafe sea states, but instead a transition zone within which capsize is
possible. Even though there are sea states that the vessel always survives and sea states that
the vessel will inevitably always capsize, the lower and upper capsize/survival boundaries
can be represented by means of limits. In this case, this asymptotic nature requires the
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use of threshold values of the conditional probability outside of which the occurrence of
capsize will either be impossible or practically certain.
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Figure 1. Capsize band with the indication of safe, uncertain and unsafe regions (one damage
scenario in different loadings conditions and sea states).

Figure 2 represents a sample of capsize rates for various simulation times, forming a
sigmoid shape distribution. The rate of observed capsizes is depended upon the time of
observation and, in case of the limiting case of infinite exposure, the capsize rate distribution
will turn into a unit step function, as indicated in Figure 2 for increased simulation times.
In this vein, for a small number of capsize probability, the corresponding significant wave
height will remain the same (with only minor difference) with time of observation. In other
words, a sea state corresponding to a small capsize rate can be established on the basis of
relatively short simulations and would remain valid for longer observations.
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2.2. Critical Significant Wave Height

In line with the probabilistic framework of assessing damage stability, the funda-
mental element, which describes the probability of surviving collision damages in waves,
is described by the s-factor as depicted by Equation (4). The relationship between the
survivability factor and the critical wave height stems from the consideration of the s-factor
as an average probability of survival, with the averaging function being the probability
density function of the encountered sea states during collision incidents as provided by
Equation (4), [2,10,11].

s = Prob{Hs ≤ Hscrit} =
∞∫

0

fc(Hs)·P(Hs)·dHs (4)

where:
fc(Hs) = probability density function of sea states recorded at the instance of collision.
P(Hs) = probability of surviving flooding casualty in sea states for a specific time

given the specific loading condition and flooding extent.
Furthermore, it can be assumed that P(Hs) is a unit step function centred at the critical

or limiting Hs (i.e., P(Hs) = 1 for all Hs ≤ Hscrit and 0 otherwise), hence the s-factor can
be expressed as follows:

s = Prob{Hs ≤ Hscrit} =
Hscrit∫
0

fc(Hs)·dHs (5)

The above suggests that to evaluate the factor s, it is necessary to establish the critical
(or limiting) sea state Hscrit. It should be noted that, with the tests performed during
the s-factor development being limited to 30 min, the probability of survival is in fact a
conditional probability, yielding:

s(t = 30min) =
∞∫

0

dHs· fc(Hs)·Psurv(t = 30min|S|) (6)

It should be noted that although replacing the probability distribution with a step
function, is supported by little evidence, it does the “trick” and allows avoiding integration
with little impact on the accuracy of the prediction, as long as the bandwidth of the
capsize band is narrow. In this respect, the main problem deriving from the need of
accurately predicting the critical significant wave height is a major flaw of the SOLAS 2009
s-factor formulation (although not readily obvious in the regulation). Eventually, the final
formulation becomes:

s =
Hscrit∫
0

dHs·PHs|coll(Hs) = exp(− exp(0.16− 1.2Hscrit)), (7)

where Hscrit is given as:

Hscrit|t=30min = 4
(

min(GZmax, 0.12)
0.12

·min(Range, 16)
16

)
= 4s(t = 30min)4 (8)

This approach, adopted within the GOALDS (Goal-Based Damage Stability) project [12],
is similar to that of the HARDER (Harmonisation of Rules and Design Rationale)project, [13],
with the main difference stemming from the assumption of Hscrit corresponding to the
lower limit of the capsize band, thus allowing for a justified assumption of very long
(“infinite”) time of survival.
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Notwithstanding this, the critical sea state for a specific damage extent and loading
condition can be established either with the aid of model test experiments or employing
time-domain numerical simulations. Both approaches have been utilised in the past in
the course of the development and verification of survivability criteria. Generally, the
experiments, either of physical or numerical nature, are subjected to repeated time trials
(usually 30 min full-scale) in a random realisation of a specific sea state with the view
to deriving the capsize rate at that specific wave height. A distribution P(Hs) can then
be derived, following multiple repetitions of tests, [9]. Depending on the definition, the
critical sea state can be regarded as a wave height at which P(Hs) = 0.5 or, alternatively, as
the highest sea state with a low probability of capsize (e.g., P(Hs) < 0.05), as proposed in
GOALDS [12] and more in-line with the notion of limiting wave height, as explained in [14].

Normally, the critical wave height is related to the geometrical characteristics of the
vessel and its residual stability. These, of course, vary depending on the derivation process
and design of experiments implemented. Customarily, this step is implicitly considered
with the s-factor calculations. In this sense, the s-factor eclipses the presence of the critical
sea state and instead, survivability is expressed directly as a function of ship stability
residual parameters. This history of the related development is presented next.

3. S-Factor Evolution
3.1. IMO (International Maritime Organization) Resolution A.265

The survivability factor adopted in resolution A.265 [15] is based on an extensive
experimental research on survivability, [16]. Historically, that was the second time model
experiments were conducted on a flooded ship model, the first being by Middleton and Nu-
mata in 1970 [17], aimed at identifying relationships that characterise the survival sea state
of a ship damage case as a function of residual stability parameters, as shown in Figure 3.
The formulation for the survivability factor as later adopted by IMCO (Inter-Governmental
Maritime Consultative Organization) [15], in a slightly modified approximate format is
shown in Equation (9).

s = 4.9

√
FE·GM

B
(9)

where:
FE = equivalent residual freeboard (m).
GM = initial stability (flooded metacentric height) (m).
B = breadth of the ship (m).
The process of deriving the s-factor for the given damage condition underlying dam-

age stability calculations in A.265 is illustrated in Figure 3. Simply, using different damaged
GMs (one GM is presented below) leads to an approximation of the survival state obtained
through the cumulative probability of survival. Unfortunately, like in the case for Rahola,
using global ship parameters to establish a relationship between residual stability and sea
state has influenced adversely almost every subsequent attempt to refine this, which for
the case of passenger ships with complex internal environments it provides a wrong focus,
as explained later.

3.2. Static Equivalent Method (SEM)

Historically, SEM is an approach originally recommended based on many model
test observations, e.g., [18,19]. Deriving from the findings of the HARDER Project, it was
suggested that SEM should be used for the estimation of survivability in waves of RoRo
ships while the conventional s-factor should be used for the estimation of survivability of
cargo ships.
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Figure 3. Method of deriving limiting sea-state and survival index s: (a) Hs vs. flooded GM for different freeboards (for
example at flooded GM = 0.5 and freeboard = 1.0 m), limiting Hs = 3.2 m. For the same flooded GM and freeboard = 0.5 m,
limiting Hs = 0.7 m; (b) cumulative probability distribution (CPD) of Hs at occurrence of capsize (from accident statistics).
At Hs = 3.2 m, the probability is 0.98 (hence exceedance probability 0.02) and at Hs = 0.7 m, the probability is 0.72 (hence
exceedance probability 0.28).

Notably, as mentioned in [20], the SEM methodology was developed on the basis
that the traditional survivability methods (residual GZ parameters) do not adequately
estimate survivability of RoRo ships. At the time, a distinction was made between low
freeboard Ro-Ro vessels and non-RoRo vessels, because of the observed differences in
their mechanisms of capsize, pertinent to these ships. The original SEM method linked the
critical sea state to ship performance in waves (dynamic elevation of floodwater resulting
from action of waves on the vehicle deck, h), applicable only to RoRo vessels with large
undivided spaces on the like vehicle decks, as shown in Equation (10), Figure 4.

Hscrit =

(
h

0.085

) 1
1.3

(10)

where both the Hscrit and h are taken as median values of the respective random quantities.
The critical significant wave height can then be used in the s-factor formulation, adopting
the cumulative distribution of waves from IMO.
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In project HARDER, the formulation was updated following a statistical relationship
between dynamic water head (h), the freeboard (f ), the critical heel angle and the mean
significant survival wave height.

3.3. SOLAS 2009

Damage stability in SOLAS 2009 is calculated based on the findings of project HARDER
by means of the s-factor as a metric of the safety level for statutory compliance, using cargo
ships. Figure 5 shows all the related parameters, which are involved in the calculation of
the s-factor and Index-A according to SOLAS II-1 §7-2.
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Msurvivalcra f t—heeling moment due to the launching of all fully loaded davit-launched survival craft on one side of the ship;
sintermediate—probability to survive all intermediate flooding stages until the final equilibrium stage; s f inal—probability to
survive in the final equilibrium stage of flooding; smom—probability to survive heeling moments; Dl , Dp, Ds represents
deepest subdivision draught, light service draught and partial subdivision draught, respectively).

The coefficients of 0.12 m and 16 degrees are regression parameters, usually referred
to as targeting values TGZmax and TRange, respectively. As in the case of resolution A.265,
the probability of survival of a flooding event after a collision damage involving one or
more compartments is currently defined in SOLAS Ch.II-1 Regulation 7-2 through the
s-factor. The formulation of the s-factor is also based on the concept of critical significant
wave height Hscrit, as derived from HARDER project, [22], and explained earlier.

Hscrit = 4·GZmax

0.12
·Range

16
= 4s4 ↔ s =

(
Hscrit

4

)0.25
(11)

It is noteworthy to mention that the survival factor established through harmonisation
in probabilistic rules, produced a survival probability relating to the dynamic effects of
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encountering waves only when the vessel had reached final equilibrium after damage.
In addition to using some old cargo ships for the derivation of an Index for universal
application, there are many pitfalls in its derivation, especially with reference to passenger
ships, for example [23–29]. These have been “ironed out” in the attempts to produce
harmonised regulations between cargo and passenger ships, until project eSAFE (enhanced
stability after a flooding event) brought attention to some of these problems, [30], which
are being attended to in project [31].

3.4. EMSA (European Maritime Safety Agency) 2009

The EMSA project on the investigation of survivability of different ships [10,11], fo-
cused on the impact of the different parameters of the framework. In this sense, a new
formulation is not proposed but instead a recommendation is brought forward to change
the SOLAS targeting values for GZmax and Range to 0.25 m and 25 degrees, respectively,
which by all accounts seem to be capturing the RoPax survivability with sufficient accuracy.
However, despite the attempts of the EMSA study to address an accurate survivability
factor for passenger ships, the drawbacks of the formulation are not diminished with
application to cruise ships. To this end, a call for further improvements led to project
GOALDS [12], aiming to cater for passenger ships whilst accounting for the main differ-
ences between RoPax and cruise ships.

3.5. GOALDS Project

As part of this project, 20 RoPax damages and 2 cruise ships were subjected to para-
metric investigation numerically, [14], for the establishment of survivability, whereas
experiments in modern water basins were conducted on two RoPax and two cruise ships,
respectively, for verification purposes in collision damages. For this, worst SOLAS 2-
compartment damage were used ±35%L amidships, whilst, for the case of cruise ships,
which exhibited high resistance to capsize, 3-compartment damages were used for the
derivation of the survivability boundary, [14]. The study presented in [14] concluded that
the two stability parameters in the current survivability formulation, namely GZmax and
Range are insufficient in capturing the relationship between the critical wave height and
residual stability and, as a result, an additional element was identified reflecting ship size.
In this respect, the centroid of the residual volume as a function of the vertical centres
of intact and damaged compartments divided by the draft of the intact condition was
used to compensate for the size parameter. This is the second attempt, the first one be-
ing Equation (10), to account for ship geometry above the bulkhead deck and, as such, it
constitutes a major innovation, see Equation (12).

Hscrit =
AGZ

0.5·GM·Range
·V

1
3

R (12)

where:
AGZ is the area under the GZ curve (un-truncated).
GM represents the flooded GM.
Range represents the range of positive stability.
VR reflects the residual volume of the watertight envelope (i.e., excluding compart-

ments within the damage extent).
However, severe limitations concerning the choice of parameters, lack of cruise ship

data in the formulation, the type of formulation (GM being a denominator), the interdepen-
dence of parameters and lack of demonstrable applicability to grounding damages have
limited further application or indeed discussion.

3.6. Project eSAFE

eSAFE [30] is the first project where focus on cruise ships has been maintained through-
out the research effort. Moreover, this is the first research project in damage stability where
all results are based on numerical time-domain simulations for the assessment of the critical
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wave height in relation to residual stability parameters. Put differently, numerical simula-
tions were used to generate the requisite statistical information. The simulations have been
conducted according to the worst case three-compartment damage lying within 1/3 of the
subdivision length about midships and across a range of loading conditions with varying
GM values. The dynamic behaviour of each vessel in the damaged condition has been
assessed under a range of environmental conditions characterised by varying magnitudes
of significant wave height, using a JONSWAP (Joint North Sea Wave Project) spectral shape.
For each damage scenario assessed through simulation, the critical significant wave height
has been identified, enabling the relationship between the residual stability properties and
the critical significant wave height (Hscrit) to be derived. Based on this information, a
new cruise ship-specific formula for predicting the Hscrit has been derived on the basis of
GZ properties through regression of the simulation results. Following this, a new s-factor
formulation that accounts more accurately for cruise vessels has been proposed using a
regression formulation of the significant wave height distribution at the time of accident.
The results of two ships of different size indicated that a scaling methodology should also
be applied. The most suitable scaling parameter was found to be the “Effective Volume
Ratio”; a parameter which accounts for both the scale of the damage and of the vessel. This
is an innovation, inspired by project GOALDS. Applying this methodology and populating
further the area below 4 metres significant wave height, consistency could be observed.

To ensure that the method is robust and suitable for cruise ships, several additional
damages for a whole range of cruise ship size has been analysed. On this basis, the obtained
Hscrit formula is provided:

Hscrit = 7·
[

min(λ·Range, TRange)
TRange

·min(λ·GZmax, TGZmax)

TGZmax

]1.05
(13)

where:
TGZmax = 0.30 m.
TRange = 30 degrees.
A formulation for calculating the s-factor was also derived by the regressed CDF

(cumulative distribution function) of significant wave heights at the time of collision as
follows (in line with HARDER, i.e., up to 4 m):

s(Hscrit) = 1− exp(−1.215·Hscrit) (14)

Based on the wave distribution of the global wave statistics, where a 7 m significant
wave height represents the 99th percentile, the formula becomes:

s(Hscrit) = e−e(1.1717−0.9042·Hscrit) (15)

Numerical simulations proved to be consistent with static calculations, in terms of
comparing different ships. However, numerical simulation results indicate higher surviv-
ability than static calculations, especially in grounding scenarios. In general, it is suggested
that the time-domain simulations of flooding within complex geometries require signifi-
cantly longer simulation runs than the 30 min embedded in SOLAS. Moreover, attempting
to capture the complexity of the internal environment in cruise ships, using generalised
formulae, has its limitations. It may also be the case that using too many approximations in
the attempt to represent reality in the propose generalised formulations of the s-factor and,
in all of these, trying to err on the side of safety might lead to conservatism in the results,
as shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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The main conclusion from the eSAFE project is that the statistical approach does
not provide enough granularity to assess the survivability of cruise ships by a statistical
approach. This formed the basis and the inspiration for embarking on Project FLARE (flood-
ing accident response) and for exploring in some detail a direct approach for estimating
damage survivability of passenger ships, using numerical time-domain simulations.

4. Flooding Risk Quantification
4.1. High-Level Risk Models

This section provides the basis for quantification of the new high-level flooding risk
models using the new accident database developed in the EC-funded Project FLARE [31],
where the dataset of three hazards, namely collision, side grounding and bottom grounding
is utilised. One of the objectives in developing an accident database is to provide input
to different nodes/branches in related event trees, which have customarily been used by
the maritime industry for flooding risk assessment. Figures 8 and 9 show the different
nodes (or high-level event sequences) followed in previous EC-funded projects, specifically
GOALDS [12], EMSA III [32] and eSAFE [30]. These models use largely accident statistics
and assumptions based on expert judgment to inform/quantify different nodes in the risk
models (such as sinking/capsizing and ensuing consequences).
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Figure 9. High-level event sequence for grounding risk model.

Finally, Figure 10 shows the high-level structure of an influence model developed
in project FLARE [31] to guide the development of pertinent event trees. A noticeable
difference is that, unlike previous high level risk models, where the risk model starts with
accident type (i.e., collision or grounding), the node ‘operational area’ is now placed before
the accident type in the new model. In addition, emphasis is placed on the quantification of
different nodes using numerical simulation tools. For instance, for the node probabilities for
‘damage extent’ and their corresponding ‘survival’, the model suggests using the formula-
tion for the “p-factors”, the “s-factors” and the A-Index in SOLAS 2009/2020, the non-zonal
approach for collision developed in eSAFE [33,34] and numerical flooding simulations
tools for collision and grounding accidents, following suitable verification. For grounding
accidents, the probabilities are evaluated based on damage breach probabilistic models
and the “non-zonal” approach for the calculation of the corresponding A-Indices [35,36],
developed in the framework of EMSA III as well as numerical flooding simulations, the
latter again constituting one of the FLARE targets. In addition, the node ‘consequences’ re-
lating to fatalities is evaluated based on the GOALDS/EMSA III assumptions for fast/slow
sinking and the corresponding fatality rates based on experiential knowledge. These are
substituted in FLARE by using direct risk assessment.
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For collision, nine distinguished levels have been considered, while for grounding
11 levels have been used. The basic structure of the risk model has followed that from
GOALDS/EMSA III models, with various updates guided by the new dataset in the FLARE
accident database and on direct flooding risk assessment. For instance, ‘damage extent’ and
‘consequences’ in terms of fatalities corresponding to slow and fast sinking is updated with
relevant developments in FLARE related to new damage breach distributions and ensuing
direct assessments using verified numerical tools. A brief explanation of the different nodes
is provided next.

4.1.1. Level 1: Ship Type

The first node in the risk model is assigned to ship type to distinguish the risk model
for two types of passenger ships, namely Cruise ship and RoPax. Presently, the cate-
gory ‘Cruise’ includes Cruise and Pure passenger ships, whereas ‘RoPax’ includes RoRo
passenger ships and Rail.

4.1.2. Level 2: Accident Type

In the development of any risk model, in accordance with IMO FSA, the identification
of hazards leading to ship flooding is the initial step in the risk model. In this respect, three
hazards are considered, namely collision, side grounding and bottom grounding. Side and
bottom groundings are considered as a single node (level 5: bottom/side in Figure 12) in
the grounding risk model, which again could be further differentiated based on results
from pertinent numerical simulations.

4.1.3. Level 3: Severity

For a given hazard and ship type, the severity of the accident is addressed in the form
of the node ‘severity’. In general, five potential classes of severity can be identified, as
shown in Figure 13. In the risk model, stages 1 and 2 (incident and non-serious) have been
grouped into ‘non serious’, and stages 3, 4 and 5 (serious, flood and sink) into ‘serious’
category as only ‘serious’ accidents are considered in project FLARE for risk assessment.
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For the remaining nodes, a similar structure to GOALDS/EMSA III models has been
used, as explained next.

4.1.4. Level 4: Struck/Striking Ship (Collision)

Following the GOALDS/EMSA III high level risk model for collision, a struck passen-
ger ship is considered whilst the striking ship is filtered out in serious accidents. Again,
further differentiation could be employed, using pertinent numerical tools.

4.1.5. Operational Area (Collision and Grounding)

Following previous high level risk models, ship casualties in three operational areas
have been identified for collision and grounding – open sea (at sea), terminal waters
(such as port/harbour /dock/etc.) and restricted/limited waters. This follows the same
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categorisation used in the data taxonomy in the FLARE accident database. Three nodes are
used to differentiate areas of ship operation–terminal, restricted/limited waters and at sea
(or open sea) instead of four categories–terminal, restricted/limited waters, coastal waters
and at sea (or open sea), as in earlier models, consistent with the taxonomy used in the
accident database as there is no sufficient data to feed a higher granularity in the model.

4.1.6. Hull Breach and Water Ingress

These two nodes consider the probability of hull breach and water ingress for collision,
side and bottom grounding accidents in three different operational areas.

4.1.7. Capsize/Sink

The probability of capsizing/sinking is determined in previous models based on the
value of A-index. In this respect, the same A-index value has been used for ships damaged
in different operational areas, and, as such, several critical parameters are not considered.
In FLARE, the casualty data are further filtered out, based on a direct method of assessment
(survivability index and p-factors, developed in FLARE) for related operational areas and
corresponding hull breach.

4.1.8. Fatality Rate

The node ‘consequence’ in the existing models is replaced with ‘fatality rate’ in the
current model. For the ship capsizing/sinking, the fatalities and people on board (PoB) are
evaluated directly from the accident database to estimate the fatality rate. Therefore, the
node ‘fast/slow sinking’ in case of capsizing, used in previous studies, is not considered
here. In FLARE, instead of using the same assumed values as in GOALDS/EMSA III
models, irrespective of operational area, the quantification of this node will derive from a
direct assessment using numerical simulation tools.

At this stage of development, the number of accident cases in each node is estimated
to obtain their conditional (dependent) probabilities and the consequence in terms of
percentage of fatalities (fatality rate) with respect to the people on board (POB) (where ship
capsize/sinking occurred).

Different nodes in the risk models are quantified using the data from the accident
database [37]. In this respect, the following filters are employed to extract the casualty data
and fleet at risk:

• Accident period: 1999-01-01 to 2020-10-31 (last 20 years).
• Accident type: Collision and grounding (side and bottom groundings).
• Ship size: gross tonnage (GT) ≥ 3500.
• Ship length (overall): ≥ 80 m.
• Ship type: Cruise, RoPax, Pure passenger and RoPax (Rail).
• Location: Worldwide.
• Class type: IACS and non-IACS (the latter, for the fleet at risk).

The initial frequencies (probabilities) in the risk models are calculated based on a
detailed analysis of fleet at risk data. Accordingly, the IHS Sea-web ‘Ships’ module has
been utilised and the same filters, as mentioned earlier, are used to derive fleet data.
Figure 14 shows the annual distribution of ship years for different passenger ship types.
As mentioned earlier, two ship-type categories have been used—Cruise and RoPax., the
former relating to cruise and pure passenger ships and the latter relating to RoPax and
RoPax (Rail), with all relevant data merged accordingly. Table 1 provides initial frequencies
calculated for collision and grounding events with serious casualties. The data shows that
the initial frequency is highest for RoPax ships involved in grounding accidents and lowest
for cruise ships involved in collision accidents.
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Table 1. Initial accident frequencies of RoPax and cruise ships for different accident types.

Accident
Type

No. of
Casualties Fleet at Risk Initial Frequency

RoPax Cruise RoPax Cruise RoPax Cruise
Passenger Ships

(RoPax and
Cruise)

Collision 59 9
9125 4974

6.47 × 10−3 1.81 × 10−3 8.28 × 10−3

Grounding 120 44 1.32 × 10−2 8.85 × 10−3 2.2 × 10−2

Table 2 summarises the total number of accidents for collision, side and bottom
grounding scenarios obtained for Cruise and RoPax, separately and collectively. To estimate
the effect of combined accident type on ship safety, relative fractions (Pri) of the accident
types are calculated, which may be considered as weighting factors of A-indices following
the eSAFE proposal [30], i.e.,:

A = PrCL·ACL + PrGR−S·AGR−S + PrGR−B·AGR−B (16)

Table 2. Total number of accidents recorded and their respective weighting factors (irrespective of
whether there is flooding).

Ship Type Collision
(CL)

Side
Grounding

(GR-S)

Bottom
Grounding

(GR-B)
PrCL PrGR−S PrGR−B

RoPax 59 50 70 0.330 0.279 0.391
Cruise 9 15 29 0.170 0.283 0.547
Total 68 65 99 0.293 0.280 0.427

Table 3 provides similar results but only for those cases that involve serious flooding.
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Table 3. Total number of accidents involving flooding and their respective weighting factors.

Ship Type Collision
(CL)

Side
Grounding

(GR-S)

Bottom
Grounding

(GR-B)
PrCL PrGR−S PrGR−B

RoPax 15 25 21 0.246 0.410 0.344
Cruise 1 12 8 0.048 0.571 0.381
Total 16 37 29 0.208 0.481 0.377

This yields the following expressions for cruise ships and RoPax:

ATotal_RoPax = 0.33ACL + 0.28AGR−S + 0.39AGR−B (17)

ATotal_Cruise = 0.17ACL + 0.28AGR−S + 0.55AGR−B (18)

On the basis that flooding is a taxonomizing factor, the respective weighting factors
now become:

AFlood_RoPax = 0.25ACL + 0.41AGR−S + 0.34AGR−B (19)

AFlood_Cruise = 0.05ACL + 0.57AGR−S + 0.38AGR−B (20)

This indicates that flooding incidents due to collision are the minority for both ship
types and, for cruise, only a very small contribution (5%), indicating that current SOLAS is
misrepresenting the real flooding risk, especially for cruise ships.

The results of the high-level risk models with different nodes and their associated
probabilities for collision and grounding events for cruise and RoPax ships, based on the
FLARE accident database [37], are described in detail in [38]. Therefore, the risk model is
different for Cruise and RoPax ships. Finally, in calculating the accident cases for different
nodes, unknown/unspecified information in the dataset was disregarded.

4.2. Risk-Based Safety Metric—SM (eSAFE)

This relates to the safety metric developed in eSAFE, which is updated here based on
the new findings as reported in the foregoing. The reference risk models are relevant to
both cruise ships and RoPax, the latter based on work conducted in FLARE. On this basis,
the potential loss of life (PLL) associated with each type of accident can be determined
as follows:

PLLCL = POB·cCL·(1− ACL)
PLLGR−B = POB·cGR−B·(1− AGR−B)
PLLGR−s = POB·cGR−s·(1− AGR−s)

(21)

where, POB is the number of persons on board (crew and passengers, considering as-
sumptions with respect to occupancy). The coefficients cCL, cGR−B and cGR−S can be
directly calculated from Equations (25) and (26). The total PLL (PLLTOT) can be obtained
by summing up the risk contributions from the three types of accidents, i.e.:

PLLTOT = PLLCL + PLLGR−B + PLLGR−S
= POB·[cCL·(1− ACL) + cGR−B·(1− AGR−B) + cGR−S·(1− AGR−S)]

(22)

PLLTOT represents the risk associated with a vessel with given POB and attained
indices ACL, AGR−B and AGR−S, as measured based on the assumed reference risk models
Equations (19) and (20) for cruise ships and RoPax, respectively. The total societal risk
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PLLTOT can be reformulated, leading to what is denoted as SM, which combines the impact
from all three types of accidents, as follows:

SM = kCL·ACL + kGR−B·AGR−B + kGR−S·AGR−S
PLLTOT = POB·cT ·(1− SM)
where
cT = cCL + cGR−B + cGR−S

kCL = cCL
cT

; kGR−B =
cGR−B

cT
; kGR−S =

cGR−S
cT

(23)

It also follows that contributions to PLLTOT from different types of accidents (collision,
bottom and side grounding) can be expressed as follows:

PLLTOT = PLLCL + PLLGR−B + PLLGR−S
where
PLLCL = POB·cT ·kCL·(1− ACL)
PLLGR−B = POB·cT ·kGR−B·(1− AGR−B)
PLLGR−S = POB·cT ·kGR−S·(1− AGR−S)

(24)

The main characteristic of this procedure is that the resulting weighting factors kCL,
kGR−B and kGR−S for the three attained indices in the safety metric SM, are considering the
relative contribution to risk stemming from different types of accidents with reference to
cruise ships and RoPax. In this way, types of accident providing a large contribution to
risk also provide a corresponding greater contribution in the combined safety metric SM.
Numerical values of the coefficients are summarised in Table 4, from which:

SMCruise_ships = 0.05ACL + 0.38AGR−B + 0.57AGR−S (25)

SMRoPax_ships = 0.25ACL + 0.34AGR−B + 0.41AGR−S (26)

Table 4. Risk-based safety metric SM for cruise ships and RoPax, based on FLARE risk models.

kCL
(-)

kGR−B
(-)

kGR−S
(-)

cT
(1/Ship-Year)

Cruise 0.05 0.38 0.57 1.07 × 10−2

RoPax 0.25 0.34 0.41 1.96 × 10−2

SM = kCL·ACL + kGR−B·AGR−B + kGR−S·AGR−S

PLLTOT = POB·cT ·(1− SM) = PLLCL + PLLGR−B + PLLGR−S

PLLCL = POB·cT ·kCL·(1− ACL)
PLLGR−B = POB·cT ·kGR−B·(1− AGR−B)
PLLGR−S = POB·cT ·kGR−S·(1− AGR−S)

This concept, which has been summarised for the case of global indices, can be
similarly applied to obtain safety metrics SM for each calculation draught by using corre-
sponding partial A-indices.

5. Concluding Remarks

Despite a late start and slow early development in the subject of probabilistic damage
stability and flooding risk assessment, the past three decades have seen remarkable progress
in the evolutionary development of these subjects. Contributing factors towards the slow
early pace and the latter step changes include the following:

• Lack in contemporary knowledge, methods and tools for a direct assessment of
damage stability and ensuing risk on a ship- and accident-specific basis.
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• The need to ensure inbuilt resilience in ship design to limit catastrophic consequences
fuelled an approach based on accidents statistics with damage limitation in mind.

• The need to rationalise such an approach for application to all ship types and with
focus only on new buildings, made such an approach progressively less relevant
and, ultimately, too abstract. This, in turn, necessitated ship-specific developments
and, ultimately a better understanding of the limitations, fuelling focus on direct
assessment methods with tangible benefits, yet to be fully realised.

• Generally speaking, there is a consistent methodology underlying such development
over the past half a century.

• The focus is now clear and the effort more targeted rendering the subject sound from
a research perspective whilst providing a platform for exciting new ship designs and
safer operation.
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